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Oliver    Roepke    Sletvold    Tungseth    Wing
Pederson  Seifert   Starks     Wahlstrand  Winkjer
Ribenack  Sell      Stiening   Weber     Wolfe
Richardson Siegel   Sullivan   Welch     Wright
Rockne    Simonson  Swenson    Welle

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to.

S. F. No. 176: A concurrent resolution memorializing the Congress of the United States to propose an amendment to the Constitution of the United States preventing the issuance of tax exempt securities.

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage.

The question being taken on the passage of the bill,

And the roll being called, there were yeas 54, and nays none, as follows:

Those who voted in the affirmative were:

Almen     Friberg   Lommen    Pederson    Swenson
Berg      Gage      Masek     Ribenack    Tungseth
Berglund  Gardner   Miller, A. H. Richardson Wahlstrand
Bridgeman Hahn     Murphy    Miller, F. J. Rockne    Weber
Carley    Herreid   Mullin     Sell       Welch
Carr      Imm       Murphy    Sell        Welle
Cashman   Johnson   Nelsen    Simonson   Wing
Dahle     Julkowski Neumeier Sletvold    Winkjer
Devold    Larson, H. A. Newton    Starks    Wolfe
Dietz     Ledin     Novak     Stiening    Wright
Dougherty Loftsgaarden Oliver    Sullivan

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to.

S. F. No. 195: A bill for an act to repeal Laws 133, Chapter 405, Section 46, and to repeal Extra Session Laws 1935-1936, Chapter 87, and to amend Extra Session Laws 1937, Chapter 49, Section 24, imposing and relating to an income tax and taxes measured by income and the assessment and collection of such taxes.

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage.

The question being taken on the passage of the bill,

And the roll being called, there were yeas 51, and nays none, as follows:

Those who voted in the affirmative were:

Adams     Feidt     Masek     Roepke     Wahlstrand
Almen     Friberg   Miller, A. H. Seifert    Welch
Berg      Gage      Miller, F. J. Sell      Wing
Berglund  Gardner   Murphy    Siegel     Wing
Bridgeman Hahn     Nelsen    Simonson   Winkjer
Carley    Herreid   Neumeier Sletvold    Wolfe
Carr      Johnson   Newton    Starks    Wright
Cashman   Julkowski Oliver    Stiening
Dahle     Larson, H. A. Ribenack    Sullivan
Dietz     Ledin     Richardson    Swenson
Dougherty Loftsgaarden Rockne    Tungseth

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to.

GENERAL ORDERS.

The Senate resolved itself into a Committee of the Whole, with Mr. Swenson in the chair.
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